Women right to vote
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Last but the least, Susan B. Anthony uses pathos, for the most part know as feelings or
emotions, in her speech to make it a powerful and dependable speech, that made it into the
best addresses ever. The feeling of which I say are the feelings that originate from Anthony, a
lady in the 1870's which is powerful enough to fight for her rights against the authorities of
government and all the men of the United States and give out her opinions from her point of
view. The feelings of which, I, the reader see are solid powerful words with dependable facts
and additionally the effort in which ladies had no say at anything. An approach to understand
this is by a simple statement of hers “The only question left to be settled now is: Are women
persons?” (On Women’s Right to Vote). This is to make understand that ladies deserve a
greater amount of right and be equivalent as men. Questioning the audience is an approach to
get to people, making them think and blend those idea with feelings making an approach to get
not simply to their thoughts but rather emotions and influencing them to acknowledge they have
been very wrong for quite a while. But lastly Anthony says, “To them this government has no
just powers derived from the consent of the governed.
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To them this government is not a democracy. It is not a republic. It is an odious aristocracy” (On
Women’s Right to Vote). This was a major effect on the speech and a major turn since it
manages the way in which the government was about. By Antony saying this she is practically
saying that the government isn't an equivalent government as proposed by the fathers of
America yet by the way it was heading towards in the event that it doesn't give ladies a chance
to vote and be equivalent. This was not to be taken by granted and hit the people with an
acknowledgment. For this, Susan B Anthony's speech On Women's Right to Vote was a major
turn on the privilege of ladies and the way government see towards ladies. The use of pathos,
ethos, and logos is the thing that made this speech a powerful speech in history of ladies and
the United States, giving ladies their rights, people acknowledging what ladies deserve and the
manner in which things ought to be run.
The feelings in her speech that made people tune in to Anthony and the logic, for example,
giving basic rights as what America depended on was the way in which she won and fought.
also, credibility, the way that a lady would talk in front of hundreds and for millions to hear her
and to see her perspective as a lady without any rights, however that was resolved to get the
rights as an American she deserves. but mostly because of being fined for voting without the
privilege from the government, and yet paying such fine, she over all changed the way in which
individuals saw ladies, even right up 'til the present time.
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